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Measures of Full Dimension on Self-Affine Sets 

ANTTI KAENMAKI 

Jyvaskyla 

Received 15. March 2004 

Under the assumption of a natural subadditive potential, the so called cylinder function, 
working on the symbol space we prove the existence of the ergodic invariant probability 
measure satisfying the equilibrium state. As an application we show that for typical 
self-affine sets there exists an ergodic invariant measure having the same Hausdorff 
dimension as the set itself. -

1. Introduction 

In 1981, Hutchinson [6] introduced the formal definition of iterated function 
systems (IFS). Some ideas in this direction have been presented also earlier, 
especially in early works of Cantor and also by Moran [11] and Mandelbrot [9]. 
Since then self-similar sets, the limit sets of the so called similitude IFS's, have 
aroused great interest. By self-similarity we mean that the set contains copies of 
itself on many different scales. Since self-similar sets are widely studied and with 
suitable extensions to this setting we can achieve, for example, so called Julia sets, 
it is interesting to study limit sets of more general systems. 

In this note we use one commonly used approach to generalize the 
self-similarity. In particular, we consider the sets obtained as geometric projections 
of the symbol space. With the geometric projection here we mean a mapping 
constructed as follows. Take a finite set I with at least two elements and define 
/* = {J?=lI

n and I00 = IN. Let now X cz Rd be a compact set and choose 
a collection {X,: / e I*} of nonempty closed subsets of X satisfying 
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(1) XM cz Xj for every i G I* and / G I, 
(2) diam(Xi) -> 0, as |i| -> oo. 

Now the projection mapping is the function n : I00 - • X, for which 

00 

wo}= n^.u (i-i) 
H = 1 

as i e I00. The compact set F = 71(7°°) is called a //ra/l sel. 
In [7] it was introduced the definition of the so called cylinder function on the 

symbol space. The main idea of the cylinder function is to generalize the mass 
distribution, which is well explained in Falconer [4]. The cylinder function gives 
us a natural subadditive potential and following [7] we are able to prove the 
existence of the ergodic invariant probability measure satisfying the equilibrium 
state. Hence working first on the symbol space and then projecting the situation 
into Ud gives us a great amount of flexibility in studying different kinds of limit 
sets. As an application we show that for typical self-affine sets making a good 
choice for the cylinder function the geometric projection of the previously 
mentioned measure has full Hausdorff dimension. 

2. Measures with full dimension on symbo l space 

Let I be a finite set with at least two elements. Put J* = {Jn=Jn and J30 = 
= IN = {(/i,/2,...) \ijEl for jeN}. Thus, if i e J*, there is keN such that 
i = (/i,..., ik), where /7 e I for all j = 1,..., k. We call this k the length of i and we 
denote |i| = k. If j e I* u I00, then with the notation i,j we mean the element 
obtained by juxtaposing the terms of i and j . If i e i00, we denote |i| = oo, and 
for iGI* u J00 we put i\k = ( ib . . . , ik) whenever 1 < k < \i\. We define 
[i;_4] = {i,j: j G A} as i G J* and A cz r and we call the set [i] = [i,/00] the 
cylinder set of level |i|. 

Define 

whenever i,j G J00. Then the couple (/°°,|i) is a compact metric space. Let us call 
(I°°,li) a symbol space and an element i e I00 a symbol. If there is no danger of 
misunderstanding, let us also call an element i G 7* a symbol. Define the left shift 
co : r -> F° by setting 

ff(*i,i2-...) = (k i*. . . ) . (2.2) 

Clearly, a is continuous and surjective. If i G In for some n G l\l, then with the 
notation a(i) we mean the symbol (/2,..., /„) e In l. 
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If for each t > 0 and i e I* there is a function \jf\\ 1°° -• (0,oo), we call it 
a cylinder function if it satisfies the following three conditions: 

(1) There exists Kt > 1 not depending on i such that 

«AI(h) < K,rS (2-3) 

for any h,j e/00. 

(2) For every h e I00 and integer 1 < j < |i| we have 

«AI(h) < <A[,^(i)h)^,(l)(h). (2.4) 

(3) There exist constants 0 < s, s < 1 such that 

lAf(h)/111 < i/>f+"(h) < il/\(h)ssli{ (2.5) 

for every h e I00. 
When we speak about one cylinder function, we always assume there is a collec
tion of them defined as i e I* and t > 0. Let us comment on these conditions. The 
first one is called the bounded variation principle (BVP), and it says that the value 
of ij/\(h) cannot vary too much; roughly speaking, \j/\ is essentially constant. The 
second condition is called the subchain rule. If the subchain rule is satisfied with 
equality, we call it a chain rule. The third condition is there just to guarantee the 
nice behaviour of the cylinder function with respect to the parametr t. 

For fixed h e 700, we call the following limit 

P(t)= limilogX<A,'(h) (2.6) 
n->oo rrn 

\eln 

a topological pressure. From the definition of the cylinder function it follows that 
the topological pressure is continuous, strictly decreasing and independent of h. We 
denote the collection of all Borel regular probability measures on J00 with Jt(l^). 
Define 

Jla(l^) = {neJ/(r): ji is invariant}, (2.7) 

where the invariance of ja means that A*([i]) = ^(°"_1(H)) f°r everY - e -r*- Now 
Ma(I°°) is a nonempty closed subset of the compact set Jt(l"°) in the weak 
topology. For a given fx e Jtjj™) we define an energy Ejf), by setting 

Efl(t)=lim^n([q)log^(h) (2.8) 
"~* iel" 

and an entropy h^ by setting 

^ = -l™^Ilt([i])log/t([i])- (2.9) 
iel" 
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It follows that the definition of energy is also independent of h. If we denote 
a(i) = ^[(h)/£jeii/ii/tj(h), as i e J*, we get, using Jensen's inequality for any neN 
and \i e Jt(l"°\ 

= ;.>>([*])(-10§ MW) + l 0§ <^(h) ~ l 0§ I «AI(h)) (2.10) 
iGT1 J6 / n 

with equality if ju([i]) = oc(i). Here H(x) = - x log x, as x > 0, and H(0) = 0. 
Thus by letting n -» oo we conclude 

P(t) > fc„ + £„(t) (2.11) 

whenever \i e JtG(l^)- An invariant measure which satisfies 2.11 with equality is 
called a t-equilibrium measure. Furthermore, a measure /i e Jt{l^) is ergodic if 
li(^l) = 0 or /i(^l) = 1 for every Borel set A cz 700 for which ,4 = n *(zl). 

Next, we introduce an important property of functions of the following type. We 
say that a function a:N x Nu{0}->R satisfies the generalized subadditive 
condition if 

a(n{ + rz2,0) < a(nun2) + a(n2,0) (2.12) 

and |a(nbrz2)| -̂
 n\C for some constant C. Furthermore, we say this function is 

subadditive if in addition a(nhn2) = a(nh0) for all n{eN and n2 e N u {0}. 

Lemma 2.1. ([7, Lemma 2.2]). Suppose that a function a:N x N u {0}-> IR 
satisfies the generalized subadditive condition. Then 

la(n,0)<^a(kj)^s(n) (2.13) 
j=o 

whenever 0 < k < n. If this function is subadditive, then the limit lim„_+oo-a(n,0) 
exists and equals to infn„a(n,0). 

The importance of this lemma in our case is the fact that for any given 
ji e Jt(l^) the following functions 

(ni,n2) h > - ^ O r j »*([i]) log (iiOa «2([i])) and 
ie/"i 

(#t.,/i2) K- Y > o <x "2([i]) log #(h) + log Kt (2.14) 
ie/"i 

defined on t\l x N u {0} satisfy the generalized subadditive condition. For the 
proof, see [7, Lemma 2.3]. Notice that if // e JtG(l^\ the functions are subadditive. 
Now, for example, the existence of the limits in the definition of energy and 
entropy can be verified easily using Lemma 2.1. But the real power of this lemma 
can be seen in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.2. ([7, Theorem 2.6]). There exists an equilibrium measure. 

Proof. For fixed h e V w e define for each n e l\l a probability measure 

v„ = E^Kh) ' ( ] 

where Sh is a probability measure with support {h}.Now with this measure we have 
equality in (2.10). Define then for each n e N a probability measure 

n 1 

fin = VLvnOaj (2.16) 
j o 

and take fi to be an accumulation point of the set {jJn}ne^ in the weak topology. 
Now for any ie I* we have 

M[i]) - fin(a '([j]))! = i|v„([i]) - v„ O a "([i])| 

< s - 0, (2.17) 

as n -• oo. Thus f/ e ^^(I00). According to Lemma 2.1, we have, using concavity 
of x i—> x log x as x > 0, 

-nlv„([i]) log V.([i]) < - j 4 l X V„ O (-'([i])) log(v„ O ̂ ( [ i ] ) ) + £(n) 
ie/" j = 0ielk 

-- -&»([*]) log ̂ (H) + «(») (2-18) 
ie/A 

whenever 0 < k < n. Using Lemma 2.1 again, we get also 

nZvn([i])l0glA(h) + ^l0gKt 
ie/" 

n 1 

ы l ( I v , o o- '([i]) log фЏ) + log Kř) + e(n) (2.19) < л 
j = 0 ч iєlk 

= &«([*]) log #(h) + i log X, + e(n) 
ie/* 

whenever 0 < k < n. Now putting (2.10), (2.18) and (2.19) together, we have 

i log V>[(h) = | X % ( [ i ] ) + J £ v„([i]) log #(h) 
ieln iel" ieln 

< lXII(/t (PI) + IZ/tn(W) log #(h) + i log K, + e(n) (2.20) 
ielk ielk 

whenever 0 < k < n. Letting now n -> oo, we get 

P(f) < £E%([i])) + &([*] ) log «A,'(h) + i log K, (2.21) 
i /«• i£ / k 
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since cylinder sets have empty boundary. The proof is finished by letting k -> oo. 

• 
At this point we should emphasize the fact that in general there does not exist 

a conformal measure like there does in the case of additive potential, that is, when 
the cylinder function satisfies the chain rule. It is a natural question to ask if the 
equilibrium measure is ergodic also in our more general setting, since the lack of 
conformal measure prevents us to rely on the proofs used in the case of additive 
potential. We will answer this question positively and sketch the proof in the 
following. 

Theorem 2.3. ([7, Theorem 4.1]). There exists an ergodic equilibrium measure. 

Sketch of the proof. We will consider mappings 0, 2Ln, 21: MG(I°°) -+ R, for 
which 0(ix) = fe„, 2n(fi) = ^ie/»ju([i]) log i/tf(h) and S(n) = lim^Jz^/i) = Ej[t). 
It is clear that each 2Ln is affine and continuous (basically because cylinder sets 
have empty boundary) and 21 is affine. It follows also that 0 is affine and upper 
semicontinuous. 

Recalling that there exists an equilibrium measure, we assume now contrarily 
that 0 + 21 cannot attain its supremum with an ergodic measure. Hence 

(0 + 2%) < (0 + 2L)(ii) (2.22) 

for any ergodic rj e Ma(l^), where \i is an equilibrium measure. Using Choquet's 
theorem, we find an ergodic decomposition for any invariant measure, that is, for 
each \x e M(I^) there exists a Borel regular probability measure TM on <^(/°°), the 
set of all ergodic measures of MG(l™) such that 

%) = \g^f^M) (2-23) 

for every continuous affine 0 : M^I00) -> 1R. It follows that (2.23) remains true 
also for upper semicontinuous affine functions and hence we can write it by using 
0 + 2ln. Therefore, applying dominated convergence theorem, we can actually 
write (2.23) by using the function 0 + 21. 

We obtain now the contradiction easily just by integrating (2.22) with respect to 
the measure T .̂ Denote Ak = {rje ^(/°°): (0 + 2L)(ti) - (0 + £)(rj) > l), where 
ju is an equilibrium measure. Now we have (J^Li^/c = < (̂J°°) and thus x^(Ak) > 0 
for some k. 
Clearly, 

(&> + gjin)-^^ + £)(n)drAn) = \ s ^ + $M -(& + m^(n) 

> \AidxXn) = \x,(Ak) (2.24) 

for every k and thus (0> + J2)(/I) - (0> + £)(n) dx^r/) • 
J«M/co) 
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Our aim is to study measures with full dimension. As we work on the symbol 
space, we have to first define an appropriate dimension. For fixed h e I00 we define 
for each neN 

{
oo oo -. 

W M c [J[iM>n\ (2.26) 
1=i j=i J 

whenever A cz I00. Assumptions in Caratheodory's construction are now satisfied, 
and we have a Borel regular measure & on I00 with 

&(A) = lim 9<n(A). (2.27) 
n-*oo 

Using this measure, we define 

din.v(_4) = inf {t > 0 : &(A) = 0} 
= sup{£> 0 :#'(/!) = oo), (2.28) 

and we call this "critical value" the equilibrium dimension of the set A cz I00. 
Observe that due to the BVP the equilibrium dimension does not depend on the 
choice of h. We also define the equilibrium dimension of a measure fi e Ji{l^) by 
setting dim^//) = inf {d im^) : A is a Borel set such that fi(A) = 1}. 

The ergodicity is crucial in studying the equilibrium dimension of the equilib
rium measure /L According to theorem of Shannon-McMillan and Kingman's 
subadditive ergodic theorem we have 

hll = - lim \ log ([i|„]) and 
n->oo 

£^)=limilog^ l i i(h) (2.29) 
n->oo 

for /^-almost all i e I00. Now from the fact P(t) = EJ(t) + h^ we derive 

n-oo lOg l/tf,M(h) 

for /^-almost all i e I00 provided that P(t) = 0. The limit in (2.30) can be considered 
as some kind of local dimension of the equilibrium measure. Now the following 
theorem is easier to believe. 

Theorem 2.4. ([7, Theorem 4.3]). Suppose P(t) = 0 and \i is an ergodic 
equilibrium measure. Then dim^(\i) = t. 

3. Application to self-affine sets 

Suppose X cz Ud is compact. Let {q\ : i e J*} be a collection of affine mappings 
of the form (pt(x) = Atx + at for every i e I, where At is a contractive non-singular 
linear mapping and at e U

d. We also assume that 
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(1) <Pij(X) cz cp{(X) for every i e I* and i e I, 
(2) diam(Vi(^)) -> 0, as |i| - • oo. 

By contractivity we mean that for every i e I there exists a constant 0 < s, < 1 
such that \(pi(x) — (p{y)\ < st\x — y\ whenever x,y e Ud. This collection is called an 
affine iterated function system and the corresponding limit set a self-affinite set. 

Clearly, the products A{ = Ah... Aiw are also contractive and non-singular. 
Singular values of a non-singular matrix are the lengths of the principle semiaxes 
of the image of the unit ball. On the other hand, the singular values 
1 > a{ > a2 > ... > ad > 0 of a contractive, non-singular matrix A are the 
non-negative square roots of the eigenvalues of A*A, where A* is the transpose 
of A. Define a singular value function a' by setting a\A) = axa2... aMaf /+1, where 
/ is the smallest integer greater than t or equal to it. For all t > d we put 
^(A) = (a!... ud)

t/d. It is clear that al(A) is continuous and strictly decreasing in t. 
If for each i e I* we choose \j/{ = af(A,-), then \j/{ is a constant cylinder function. 
The subchain rule for ijj{ is satisfied by Falconer [3, Lemma 2.1]. We call this 
choice of a cylinder function in this setting a natural cylinder function. 

Our aim is to study the Hausdorff dimension of measures on self-affine sets. We 
say that the Hausdorff dimension of a given Borel probability measure m is 
dim#(m) = inf (d im^^) : A is a Borel set such that m(A) = 1}. Checking whether 
dimH(m) = dimH(E) is one way to examine how well a given measure m is spread 
out on a given set E. The desired result follows from Theorem 2.4 by applying 
Falconer's result for the Hausdorff dimension of self-affine sets; see [3]. 

Theorem 3.1. ([7, Theorem 4.5]). Suppose an affine IFS is equipped with the 
natural cylinder function and the mappings are of the form cpi(x) = Atx + ab were 
I Al < 2- We also assume that P(t) = 0 and m is a projected t-equilibrium measure. 
Then for ffld*1 - almost all a = (ab ..., a#I) e Ud#I we have 

dimH(m) = dimH(E), (3.1) 

where E = E(a). 

Proof. According to Theorem 2.4 we have dim^(^l) = dim^I00) whenever 
A a I00 has full /x-measure. Hence for any A cz E with full m-measure we get 

dimH(,4) = dim^Tr-1^)) = dim^I00) = dim^K) (3.2) 

using Falconer's theorem. • 

This theorem gives also a partially positive answer to the open question 
proposed by Kenyon and Peres in [8]. Partially positive in a sense that we are able 
to extend the class of those sets for which we can give a positive answer in their 
question. They asked whether there exists a 'Finvariant ergodic probability 
measure on a given compact set, where the mapping T is continuous and 
expanding, such that it has full dimension. In our case the mapping T on the 
self-affine set is constructed by using inverses of the mapping of IFS. 
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